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Ambitious sustainability goals?

We are committed to support you at any phase of your journey whether you are just getting 
started or a leader among peers. Together, we can  more for people and the planet.

As with every collaboration with Berry Global, our sustainability experts will help you 
identify which material substrate is best in supporting your packaging goals while 

minimizing its environmental impact.

Using recycled plastic is an important step toward a circular 
economy and critical to giving our natural resources multiple lives.

Where are you in your journey toward 
achieving your sustainability goals?

I need to take first 
steps with a preferred 
and reputable partner

I‘m ready 
for the next 
challenge

I am a leader among 
peers in bringing innovative 

sustainable solutions

Progress against 
my publicly 
stated goals



We strive to use a variety of recycled 
materials (PET, HDPE ) within our 
recycled content solutions. To achieve 
your goals, we can offer a range of 
recycled content in our product portfolio, 
in several cases up to 100%.

Personal & Home Care Food & Wellness

We recognize the benefits of clear packaging for your product image 
and quality. Now with advances in material science and design 

expertise using recycled content, clear is possible! Recycled PET is 
ideally suited for a variety of consumer products.

Contact your Berry representative to find out more about bottles 
using recycled plastic for food grade product use.
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Circular Solutions: 
Recycled  Content

Spirits & Beverage

bottles
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We recognize the importance of tangible 
confidence with every tube experience. 
We can partner with you to design a 
more sustainable packaging experience 
including recycled content without 
performance compromise.

We offer both laminate and extruded tubes with a range 
of recycled content. A full line of tube closures with recycled 

content is available to complete the package. 
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Circular Solutions: 
Recycled  Content

Our sustainable tubes can be made 
from sugarcane waste and offer a range 
of environmental benefits, including 
significant reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions, water use, and fossil 
fuel consumption.

Interested in renewable sources?

tubes
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Berry offers a wide selection of closures 
made with recycled plastic to serve the 
food, beauty, personal care, beverage, 
and home care industries. Closures 
are available with up to 100% recycled 
polypropylene and are available in a 
variety of colors.*       

Suitable to complement other Berry products within 
our portfolio, we provide closures made with recycled 

content to achieve a full product offering.
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Circular Solutions:

Dispensing Closures Tube Closures

Continuous Thread Overcaps

*PCR content can impact colors and functional performance. Testing advised.

Contact your Berry representative to find out more 
about closures with recycled content.

closures
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Meet with our team of 
experts to review the latest 

products and materials.

Contact us to get our Recycled Content Sample Kit. 

1.877.662.3779

We’ll offer insights on:

• Innovations in recycled plastic use 
including supply and product contact 
considerations

• Carbon footprint impact of using 
recycled and sustainable content

• The variety of recycled 
plastics options

Depending on your product needs, we recommend starting today 

to ensure there is time to complete product testing, reserve your 

PCR resin needs, and meet your 2025 sustainability goals.   
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Setting sustainability goals has never been more critical, but developing a 
plan to achieve these goals with your brand and products can be challenging. 
Whether it is to accomplish an individual project goal or a corporate-wide 
initiative, together we can for people and the planet.

When partnering with Berry Global against short- and long-term sustainability 
goals, you can experience the benefits of more:

All of these benefits translate into product solutions that leverage the strength of 
Berry’s engineers and proprietary processes in design for circularity. We offer many 
tailored solutions to help achieve your goals through our   Circular Range. Look for 
the  in any Berry Global Collection. 

 Recycled content

 Reduced carbon footprint*

 Reuse/refill

 Renewable

 Improved recyclability

Explore our in-market solutions and how we can 

partner to together. 

Berry will partner with your team to 
educate on advances in resin material 
science, manufacturing, and design for 
circularity

Berry‘s 285 plants, over 35 product lines, 
and 65 conversion processes allow you 
to prioritize and fulfill your sustainability 
initiatives, achieving the greatest impact 
for your investment

expertise

scale

capabilities

investments
Berry’s global footprint and leading 
purchasing scale offers unique access to 
uninterrupted raw material supply and 
high quality sustainable polymers

As an industry leader in investments, 
Berry helps meet the needs of the circular 
economy and ensure recycling and reuse 
of your product’s packaging
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